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Protect
Your
Presents
How to safeguard
holiday gifts when
traveling by air

Getting
the Worm
How being an early
bird can benefit
holiday shoppers

The Gift of
Good Times

Experience gifts are out-of-the-box exciting

Gifts that pamper
and rejuvenate
S

tress can be bad for
the body, contributing
to depression, anxiety,
hypertension, and even
obesity. Unfortunately, more
than half of working adults and
47 percent of all Americans say
they are concerned with the
amount of stress in their lives,
according to a survey from
the American Psychological
Association. Canadians, too,
are feeling stressed. The North
American research company
Ipsos found that stress affects
76 percent of the Canadian
population.
Reducing stress can be

Facials, aromatherapy, candles, and comfortable
bed linens are gifts that can pamper and relax.

especially important during the
holiday season, which, thanks
in part to its hectic nature,
tends to produce extra feelings
of stress. Gifts that pamper,
relax and rejuvenate might be
the ideal fit for those who need
a little rest and relaxation.

Aromatherapy: Studies have
shown that aromatherapy, or
breathing in certain scents, can
trigger reactions in the brain
and affect emotions, mood
and memory. Specific essential
oils can help relieve stress,
induce relaxation and even
promote better sleep. Scents
such as lavender, lemon or

5 ways for
shoppers
to score
great
deals

yuzu, bergamot, ylang ylang,
and jasmine can promote
relaxation in many people.

Candles: The combination of
subtle, low flickering light and
relaxing aromas can make
candles soothing gifts. Put
together an entire gift package
with decorative candle holders
or a nice tray on which candles
of various heights can be
placed.
Plush robe: Sometimes
lounging around the house is
all that’s necessary to create
a soothing atmosphere. A
plush robe that is luxurious
and comfortable will help that

someone special unwind after
a long day or after sleeping in
on the weekend.

Home aquarium: Stress can
melt away watching underwater
life flick and flitter through
the aquarium. Combined with
soothing bubbles and the
gentle hum and splash of the
filter, it is easy to see how
having a fish tank in the home
can alleviate stress. Make sure
the gift recipient is able to care
for the fish and select lowmaintenance species.
Bed linens: Treat someone
special to the gift of added
relaxation in the bedroom.

S

aving money is important throughout
the year, but can be especially important
around the holidays, when spending
on gifts, decor and entertaining stretches
budgets.
According to the Deloitte 2016 Holiday
Survey, the total expected holiday sales
for that year were expected to exceed $1
trillion. The average American adult planned
to spend $419 on holiday-related items,
states the International Council of Shopping
Centers.
So how can the average shopper save
without becoming an extreme couponer or
bargain-basement buyer? The following are
five ways for shoppers to score great deals
this holiday season.

1. Opt in for promotional emails.

Choose the option to follow favorite stores
and keep abreast of their deals and other
news. Although it may be a slight hassle
to have your inbox filled with dozens of
promotional emails, such communications
alert shoppers to coupons, discounts and
other deals before the discounts are shared
with the general public. Set up a separate
email account strictly for retailer emails or
activate filters so that promotional deals
automatically go to a particular folder or tab.

2. Use your mobile device. Mobile

devices enable you to comparison shop

Buying bed linens is often a
chore and an expense that
people put off. Pima cotton,
silk, satin, or sateen sheets
can be cool, comfortable and
soothing.

Facial treatment: A massage
session can be relaxing,
but so can a facial. There’s
something serene about having
a professional apply products
and rub areas of the face and
temples. Stress will slip away in
an instant.
Pampering gifts can help ease
anxiety, tame stress and help
anyone feel more relaxed and
happy.

while on the go, easily seeing if prices on
a certain item are lower elsewhere. Mobile
apps also give you immediate access to
discount codes or coupons through various
retailers and companies like Groupon or
Retail Me Not.

3. Enable cookies. Internet cookies
are small bits of data that a computer’s
hard disk stores to remember what users
do online, including their preferences and
browsing histories. Cookies help make
browsing faster and may enable web
servers to send you more targeted product
information that fits your browsing history.
4. Set up browser alerts. Various

services enable users to set up alerts based
on keywords that can be emailed to you
at various points of the day. This can help
you track changes in products you may be
looking to buy. Google Alerts is one such
service.

5. Become a rewards customer. If
a cashier asks if you’d like to sign up for
the free rewards program, answer in the
affirmative. Even though these cards gather
demographic information, they can be handy
for identifying repeat customers and sending
them deals they can use.
There are plenty of ways for shoppers
to save money around the holidays and
year-round.
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6 great gifts
for home cooks
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How to safeguard
holiday gifts
when traveling by air

H

oliday shoppers spend
lots of time on the hunt
for the perfect gifts for
their loved ones. But once
those gifts have been found
and purchased, getting them
into their recipients’ hands
can be difficult, especially
for those people taking gifts
aboard their flights.

M

any people enjoy preparing
homecooked meals for their
loved ones. Whether it’s a large
family gathering during the holiday
season or a weeknight meal for their
immediate families, men, women and
even children who like to cook enjoy
the satisfied looks on their loved ones’
faces after sharing a delicious meal.
Come the holiday season, gift givers
can put the same satisfied look on the
faces of the home cooks in their lives
by offering a variety of gifts that can
make mealtime easier and/or more
enjoyable.

1. Electric corkscrew: Nothing
complements a good meal quite like
an appropriately paired bottle of wine.
Cooks who are too busy in the kitchen
to utilize traditional corkscrews, which
can be time-consuming and messy,
might enjoy an electric corkscrew.
Such corkscrews quickly remove corks
from wine bottles, requiring little
effort on the part of already busy
cooks.
2. Cookbook: People who understand
the joy of cooking often love to
experiment in the kitchen. Cookbooks
can be an ideal gift for such cooks.
Choose a book that provides recipes
from their favorite styles of cuisine,
such as Italian or Indian food. Or find
a book that offers an array of recipes
that allows them to explore various
types of cuisine.
3. Cookware: Even the best cookware
can only take so much usage, and
chances are home cooks’ pantries
can afford an upgrade or two. Gift
givers should keep in mind that many
home cooks have strong preferences
regarding their cookware, so it might
be wise to give a gift card or ask a
loved one which type of cookware he

Cooking classes make
great gifts for people with
a passion for cooking.
or she prefers. Of course, a covert
inspection of a loved one’s pantry
might provide the insight gift givers
need as well.

4. Rolling pin: For the person who
loves to bake, a rolling pin might
make a better gift than noncooks may
appreciate. Rolling pins are necessary
to prepare many baked goods, and a
customizable rolling pin can flatten
dough to the exact millimeter, helping
bake-happy home cooks prepare the
perfect plate of cookies.
5. Cooking class: Cooking classes
can make the ideal gift for novice
home cooks who are just beginning
to explore their love of cooking.
But advanced classes can help more
seasoned cooks perfect their craft as
they learn to prepare more complex
dishes.

6. Wine aerator: Much like electric
corkscrews can make opening bottles
of wine much easier, wine aerators can
help aerate red wine more quickly than
decanters, which can take up to two
hours to fully aerate wine. Aerators
oxidate red wine, softening its flavors
and bringing out the aromas that can
make a great bottle of wine that much
more enjoyable.
Home cooks often enjoy preparing
fresh meals for their loved ones. The
holiday season presents a perfect
opportunity to find gifts that make
cooking that much more enjoyable for
loved ones who can’t wait to whip up
the next homecooked meal for family
and friends.

WELLINGTON
LAWN & GARDEN

Whether they are fragile
or not, holiday gifts are
susceptible to damage when
they’re being transported on
commercial flights. Holiday
travelers can employ various
strategies to ensure gifts make
it to their destinations in one
piece.

Packing gifts
in a hard-shell
or protective
suitcase is one
way for holiday
travelers to
ensure presents
for their
loved ones
arrive at their
destinations in
one piece.

Place gifts in protective
suitcases. Hard-shell
suitcases are designed to
withstand the wear and
tear of air travel, as their
hard surfaces can hold up
to jostling and even being
dropped, while protecting the
items inside. Such suitcases
are ideal for travelers who will
be flying with fragile gifts this
holiday season.

Purchase travel insurance.
Travel insurance provides
inexpensive peace of mind for
holiday travelers concerned
about gifts being damaged
or lost during their travels.
In addition, some travel
insurance policies might protect
travelers against flight delays or
cancellations, which are not unheard
of during the often hectic holiday
traveling season.

packing gifts as if they were going to
be shipped can decrease the likelihood
that they will be damaged. Wrap gifts
in thick plastic or bubble wrap before
placing them inside a box with packing
peanuts. Once these precautionary
measures have been taken, travelers
can then make room for the gifts
within their suitcases. Travelers who
remain concerned even after taking
these steps can go one step further
by surrounding packages inside the
suitcase with thick clothing, such as
sweaters, that can serve as a final layer
of protection.

Pack especially valuable gifts in
carry-on luggage. Expensive gifts or
those that carry strong sentimental
value can be packed in carry-on
luggage. Holiday travelers might find
their trips less stressful if such gifts
never leave their side, and placing
these gifts in the overhead bins inside
airplane cabins greatly reduces the risk
that they will be damaged.

Flying with holiday gifts may expose
them to damage, but savvy travelers
can take several steps to ensure
their loved ones’ gifts arrive at their
destinations safe and sound.

Pack fragile gifts as if they were
being shipped. Though it might take
up more space inside a suitcase,

CHRISTMAS TREES

Fine Lawn & Garden Equipment Sales & Service

Choose & cut your tree in the field, or select a
cut tree from the display barn, Pine Wreaths,
Needle Shaking & Tree Bailing Available

Echo Chain Saws
Ariens Snow Blowers and Log Splitters
Gravely Mowers

SCOTCH PINE • NORWAY SPRUCE • BLUE SPRUCE • CANNAN FUR: ALL TREES 6’ - 9’

Hours: 10am - Dark daily or call for an appointment

CONIFER

516 W. Herrick Ave. (St Rt 18)
Wellington, OH 44090

ACRES

WATCH FOR SIGNS on Rt. 58 & 511

608 Co. Rd. 40, Sullivan, Ohio,
Located between St. Rt. 58 & 511

440-315-5422

OH-70012961

440-647-2277
AIR-CONDITIONING
HEATING
GEOTHERMAL
24 HOUR SERVICE

Let us cater
your holiday parties

COMMERCIAL
REFRIGERATION
PUMPS
PLUMBING

Bread-N-Brew
100 S. Main Street
Wellington, Ohio 44090
www.breadnbrew.com

WELLINGTON
INDOOR COMFORT

Owner: Christine Buzaleski
Email: BreadandBrew@yahoo.com
Phone: 440-647-0082

Gourmet Coﬀee
Soups & Sandwiches
Fresh Bread & Pastries
Catering

OH LIC # 25308

MICHAEL W. YOUNG
615 South Main Street, Wellington, OH 44090
Ph. 440-647-3421 • Fax 440-647-7629

Gift Certificates Available

An Independent
OH-70012954

Dealer

OH-70011966

Serving Wellington and surrounding communities since 1959

Hours:
Mon-Fri 7am-7 pm
Sat 8am-4pm Sun 8am-2pm

OH-70013207
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Merry Christmas
from our family to yours!
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T

he charity watchdog organization
Charity Navigator says that total
giving to charitable organizations
equalled $390.05 billion in 2016.
This was an increase of 2.7 percent
in current dollars from 2015. In fact,
giving has increased every year since
1976 with the exception of 1987,
2008 and 2009.

Giving the
gift of charity

Historically, religious groups receive
the largest share of charitable
donations. However, education-based
charities and human services charities
also received a large percentage of
donations in 2016, says Giving USA’s
2017 Annual Report on Philanthropy.

tax deduction equal to the fair market
value of the real estate. Giving a plot
of land or transferring a deed to a
home to someone worthy can make for
a memorable, life-altering gift.

Educational bequest

A donation to a university or other
school may help pay the tuitions of
future students. Some philanthropists
like to fund particular renovations at
their alma maters or fund scholarships
for students looking to work in a
particular industry.

Charitable trust or stocks

A charitable trust is a great way to
transfer wealth to heirs or simply
provide a stream of income over the
years. Individuals can establish a
period of time during which the assets
are held in a trust and when those
assets can be accessed.

Giving can be a year-round
occurrence, but philanthropy tends to
rise during the holiday season when
people are feeling charitable. Some
people even turn their charitable
efforts into gifts for loved ones. The
following are some gift ideas that can
benefit the recipient, the person doing
the giving and a third-party group as
well.

A tax-efficient way to give is to
contribute to long-term securities in
a person’s name. Recipients of such
gifts can choose to cash in their stocks
at a later date.

Real estate

Donating real estate can be an option
for the person who has a piece of
property or a home they no longer
need. Rather than face taxes on the
property once it’s been sold, donating
it to an organization or individual
represents a charitable offering, and
in some cases, may be eligible for a

Charitable giving rises during
the holiday season. Providing
opportunities for friends and loved
ones can make a wonderful gift. Find
out which options are best for you by
speaking with a financial advisor or tax
professional.

Did you know?
Consumers may readily
recognize Black Friday
and Cyber Monday in
the holiday shopping
lexicon. But what about
Super Saturday? Super
Saturday, sometimes
called “Panic Saturday,”
refers to the final
Saturday before
Christmas. This can be
a big day for retailers.
Super Saturday deals
tend to target lastminute shoppers who
wait until the very end
to make the majority
of their purchases or
pick up those final
gifts. Super Saturday
2017 occurs on
December 23.

Small Business
Saturday, November 25
Open all day! 9-5,
110 South Main Street
Wellington, Ohio 44090
(440)647-8844
OH-70011970

theplatinumpetal.com
www.facebook.com/theplatinumpetal

HOLIDAY
Savings

Christmas décor specials
and gifts
Check us out on Facebook
for all the upcoming
holiday events

from

Offers Good NOV. 1-DEC. 31, 2017

130 East Herrick Ave, Wellington 440-647-3838
Stop in for all your insurance needs.
Auto - Home - Commercial - Farm - Life - Health
SPECIAL OF THE MONTH

NOVEMBER

Kyle E.
Bremke

SPECIAL OF THE MONTH

DECEMBER
OH-70011971

Independent Agent

Phone: 440-647-0225
kyle@bremkeinsurance.com

104 South Main Street
Wellington, Ohio 44090

happy holidays

Gary’s
Body Shop

from all of us at

OH-70011982

NOVEMBER PROMO

(Radio Flight Dates: November 1-12)

DECEMBER PROMO

(Radio Flight Dates: December 1-17)

Collision
Specialists

“Specializing in Collision Repair”
All Makes & Models

We accept most insurance claims.

Let us be “your choice” for insurance repairs

~ HOURS ~
M-F 8-5 • Sat 8:30-Noon • Closed Sundays

440-775-1914
14301 St. Rt. 58 South
Oberlin, Ohio 44074

NAPAonline.com

5 25

$

Located 1/4 mile south of Oberlin

$

OFF

Offers Good NOV. 1-DEC. 31, 2017

OH-70011976

RESERVE ONLINE
PICK UP IN STORE

A+ Rating

Russ Kurz, Owner
Rich Hergina, Owner
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Smart ways to pay The hottest toys
for holidaygifts
this holiday season
Learn what kids
are hoping to find
nestled under the
tree this holiday
season.
code any of the five models of building
sets. These include a cat, robot, guitar,
rover, and building machine. Or, they
can use the pieces to create their own
designs. The models work with an app
and can be coded to make different
motions and sounds.

Melissa & Doug Scientist Role
Play Costume Set: Melissa &

E

ntertaining, dinners, gifts, travel,
and decorating may make for
a festive time of year, but the
holidays certainly can put a strain on
personal finances. No one wants to
experience a financial hangover come
January. Therefore, making a plan for
paying for holiday expenditures now
can help the average person save and
protect their finances.

Figuring out how to finance holiday
purchases can be just as important
as scoping out deals and cashing in
coupons. Here’s a look at some of the
ways to pay for holiday gifts.

Credit cards

Many consumers feel that credit cards
are the safest way to make purchases,
whether in-store or online. With credit
cards, shoppers are using a line of
credit. Should fraudulent purchases be
made or errors in accounting occur,
shoppers aren’t responsible — the
credit card company is in charge of
tracking down or absorbing the error.
Now that spending has increased
after the last recession, credit card
companies are again offering deals
to lure in new customers. Rewards
cards are quite popular. Such cards
offer points, cash back or travel
miles to customers who meet certain
criteria. For those who can pay off
balances and meet the requirements,
these cards can help save substantial
amounts of money. Keep in mind that
regular cards carry an interest rate
of 15 percent on average, while retail

Doug is widely recognized for its
high-quality wooden games sets
and puzzles, but the company also
delves into imaginative play costumes.
This scientist role-play costume
includes a beaker, a test tube, a lab
coat, experiment cards, and other
ingredients necessary to fuel interest
in the sciences. It can be a welcome
addition to any dress-up collection.

store cards may be as high as 24
percent.

Layaway

Layaway is a safe way to shop for the
holidays. Layaway entitles consumers
to buy an item by making installment
payments. The frequency of payments
depends on shoppers’ ability to pay.
Failure to pay will not affect a credit
score or negatively impact credit
standing in any way — the consumer
may just lose their down payment or
be forced to pay a layaway fee. Paying
in installments helps lock in a special
sale rate and can discourage impulse
buying as well.

Cash and prepaid cards

Paying in cash can help shoppers avoid
overspending on gifts. After setting
aside a cash limit, once the money
is spent, shopping is done. Paying
in cash does carry some risk if the
money is stolen or misplaced. Plus, as
opposed to paying with credit, which
can offer some purchase protection or
built-in warranties, cash may have no
protective benefits.

As an alternative to cash, consumers
may want to purchase pre-loaded cash
cards in various amounts. Like cash,
when the value on the card is depleted,
shopping is finished.
Shopping for holiday gifts requires
shoppers to be financially prudent.
Gifts can be paid for in various ways,
and shoppers should choose the option
that best suits their needs.

Nerf N-Strike Elite: Nerf brand

has been popular for decades, and
the company continues to churn out
popular items for boys and girls. The
N-Strike Elite series has a number of
incarnations to tempt sharpshooters.
Nerf’s new AccuStrike line is designed
to improve accuracy with specially
crafted darts that sail straighter than
the original darts.

C

hristmas and Chanukah may be
celebrated toward the end of the
year, but at the annual New York
Toy Fair, the season for thinking about
toys begins in February. This popular
convention unveils the industry’s
hottest trends and toys, attracting
more than 1,000 exhibitors.
The Toy Fair, and recommendations
by toy and game industry experts
around the world, like Dr. Toy and The
Toy Insider, help cement which toys
are likely to end up on kids’ holiday
wish lists. For those shoppers who fell
behind the curve and missed out on
last year’s break out “Hatchimal” hit,
the following figure to be the most
coveted items for this year of giving.

Lego Boost: Lego continues to

reinvent itself, offering add-ons to its
popular building brick model. Lego
Boost takes advantage of the STEM
trend by enabling children to build and

CollEGGtibles: Building upon the

Hatchimal craze of last Christmas and
early this year, Spin Master offers an
addition to the very popular collectible
toy niche. CollEGGtibles are much
smaller than Hatchimals, but are
equally fun. Smaller eggs hatch to
reveal various colorful critters inside.
Kids are apt to want to collect them all.

Pie Face Sky High: Hasbro keeps
reinventing the Pie Face game, their
runaway hit from 2016, which was
awarded “Game of the Year” by the
Toy Industry Association. In the Sky
High version, one player hits a lever
with a mallet, hoping to deliver their
opponent a face full of pie cream.

These are just a handful of the industry
favorites that could be the hot picks
among children for holiday gifting
this year. Also, keep an eye out for
FisherPrice Movi, anything Star Wars,
FurReal friends, Shopkins, and much
more.

Brown paper
bags make
for sturdy
and versatile
wrapping
materials.

Holiday gift-wrapping tips and tricks

A

fter all the holiday
presents have been
purchased, the task of
wrapping can begin. Although
some people find wrapping is
relaxing and provides a chance
to embrace one’s artistic flair,
many others find wrapping gift
after gift becomes tedious quite
fast.
While there are no statistics on
just how many gifts the average
person purchases over the
course of the holiday season,
the National Retail Federation
says the average consumer
will spend around $800 on all
things holiday. That means
there will be a lot of gifts to
wrap before the big exchange.
Those who want to make giftwrapping less tedious this
holiday season can consider
these ideas to streamline the
process.

Gather all supplies

When the time comes to wrap
gifts, there’s nothing more
frustrating than hunting for

gift wrap a wrinkled look and
increase the amount of time
needed to wrap.

Square it up

If you are a master at wrapping
rectangular or square gifts but
fail when presents are oddly
shaped, place misshapen gifts
into boxes and then wrap
the boxes. Gift bags also can
be used for such gifts, but
wrapped boxes may look more
appealing under the tree.

Fabric over paper

wrapping supplies. Have paper,
bows, bags, tissue, pens, tape
(double-sided tape streamlines
the process), scissors, ribbon,
and any other wrapping
accoutrements at the ready. Set
up a folding snack table near

your wrapping area to hold the
supplies so they don’t get in
the way.

Choose the right location

Always wrap on a large, flat and
sturdy surface. Avoid wrapping
on a carpet, which will give

If you think gift wrap is
wasteful, think about
repurposing fabric into
beautiful wrapping for
presents. A square of leftover
fabric, a piece of a t-shirt or
even a portion of a sweater that
has seen better days can be
transformed into an innovative
package for gift-giving. Tie the
gathered ends into a bow and
skip the tape as well. Dress up
with ribbon and a tag for extra
flair. Fabric bends and moves,
making it more forgiving for

oddly shaped gifts as well.

Stock up on paper
shopping bags

On your next trip to Trader Joes
or Whole Foods, bring home
more than organic produce.
Walk away with paper bags
and free gift wrap. Craft a DIY
stamp roller or handmade
stamps to dress up plain brown
bags. Or wrap the gift in twine
and add a sprig of evergreen
for a rustic look. Children can
even use markers or crayons
to create their own designs
on gifts, personalizing even
further.

Diversify gifts

Identify each recipient’s gifts
by wrapping in a different color
or style. Just jot down the key
to decoding the wrapping, and
you’ll save time on individual
gift tags.

Wrapping presents doesn’t have
to be a chore. With some timesaving tips and tricks, the work
can be a breeze.
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2017 Chevrolet Spark LS
MSRP
Black Friday Savings
Sale Price

GM Employee pricing on new 2017 Chevrolet Traverse
GM Employee pricing on new 2017 Chevrolet Express Cargo Vans
GM Employee pricing on 2017 Chevrolet Silverado 1500
Gm Employee pricing on 2017 Chevrolet Silverado 2500 & 3500

2017 Chevrolet Cruze Lt

14975 MSRP

Lorain County Community Guide

2017 Chevrolet Malibu LT

23870 MSRP

$2995 Black Friday Savings
$11980 Sale Price
Stk #17082

2017 Chevrolet Impala 2LZ

26000 MSRP

$4774 black Friday Savings
$19096 Sale Price
Stk # 17015

$40860

$5200 black Friday savings
$20800 Sale Price
Stk #17138

$8172
$32688
Stk#17123

3038E Tractor

2017 Chevrolet Traverse LT
AWD
MSRP

2017 Chevrolet Silverado 1500 2017 Chevrolet Silverado 1500 2017 Chevrolet HD2500 Regular
Crew Cab 4x4 Loaded LT Trim
Regular Cab 2wd
Cab 4x4
$29865 MSR

39170 MSRP

GM Employee savings
Sale Price
OH-70013111

Stk#T17059

$48225 MSRP

$3695 GM Employee Discount
$26170 Sale Price

$5010 Gm Employee Discount
$34160 Sale Price
T17122

41045

$7225 GM Employee Discount
$41000 Sale Price
T7038

$4205
$36840
T17077

All payments were calculated with $1000 cash or trade down payment plus tax & title
2012-2015 All vehicles are calculated for 72 months @ 4.74% APR 2011 Models are calculated at 4.74% APR and 66 months

3032E Tractor
3032E Tractor

$1,500 off 1,2
$1' 0% for 60 months1,2
3/86 $600 Implement Bonus1,2

3025E Tractor

Wicked winter weather doesn’t stand a chance
Get the snow out of your way this winter with a 3E Compact Utility Tractor from John Deere.
Whether you prefer to plow it, blow it or remove it, the versatile 3E provides the horsepower
(24.7-36.7) and optional blades, blowers and buckets you need to overcome any snow barrier.
6WRSLQWRGD\DQGVDYHRQ$PHULFDŤV7UDFWRU
JohnDeere.com/ESeries

Keep Rollin’ with Polen!

A family business since 1932

OH-70011958

42255 Oberlin Elyria Rd • Elyria, Ohio 44035
440-322-8821 • www.polenimplement.com

1 Offer valid 10/28/17 through 1/31/18 2Subject to approved installment credit with John Deere Financial, for consumer use only. No down payment required. $16.67 per month for every $1,000 financed. Fixed Rate of 0.0% APR for 60 months only. $600 OFF implement bonus is in addition to Low Rate financing and requires the purchase of 2 or more qualifying John Deere
or Frontier implements, get $1,500 OFF 3E Series Tractors. Valid only at participating U.S. Dealers. Prices and models may vary by dealer. Some restrictions apply, so see your dealer for details.
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Experience gifts are
out-of-the-box exciting

T

he holidays
are a season
for decorating,
entertaining and, of
course, figuring out
what to get all of the
special people on
gift lists. Instead of
navigating crowded stores
to find a gift that may just
take up space in their loved
ones’ closets, more and more
people are giving the gift of an
experience.

According to Dr. Thomas Gilovich,
a professor of psychology at Cornell
University, new belongings will only
be exciting at first, but then people
adapt to them. If shoppers’ goals are to
prolong those feelings of excitement,
then personal experiences can be more
effective than material goods.

When shopping for those who seemingly
have everything, a gift of an experience
may be a smarter choice, especially if the
experience is something the recipient
may never have done before or wouldn’t
think to get for him or herself. For
those who need a little inspiration, the
following are some ways to treat loved
ones to special experiences.
Wine tasting: Find a local winery that
offers tours and other wine-tasting
experiences. Many areas of the country
not particularly known as meccas for
wine are still homes to local wineries.

How being
an early
bird can
benefit
holiday
shoppers

Treat a loved one to a day at a nearby
winery or vineyard, bringing along some
snacks, such as bread and cheese, to pair
with the wines.
Fitness class party: Enable fitness
enthusiasts to try out new and trendy
exercise classes by giving the gift of a
class or membership. Consider tagging
along to a class so the recipient doesn’t
have to go
it alone.

Head in the clouds: Book a trip aboard a
sight-seeing plane, balloon or helicopter
for the high-flying thrill-seeker on your
holiday shopping list. Contact a nearby
airport or sightseeing company to find
out what is available. Some tours circle
national monuments and points of
interests, providing more bang for the
buck.
Action and adventure: There’s
adventure to be had on land as well.
Racing fans can sit behind the wheel
of a race car and lap the racetrack like
their favorite NASCAR® stars. Those who

Come the end of the often hectic holiday shopping
season, many people resolve to begin shopping
earlier in the following year. While such resolutions
can be hard to keep, shoppers would be wise
to consider the myriad ways they can benefit by
starting their holiday shopping earlier than they’re
typically accustomed to doing.

Deals The more time shoppers give themselves
to find gifts for their loved ones, the more time
they have to comparison shop and find the best
deals. Retailers often offer steep discounts during
the holiday season, but such deals may pale in
comparison to those that can be had throughout
the rest of the year. Holiday shoppers who begin
shopping early can always skip buying in late
summer or autumn if they think better deals can be
had once the holiday season begins.

Shipping By shopping early, shoppers can choose
the least expensive shipping option offered by
online retailers, potentially saving substantial
amounts of money as a result. In addition, shoppers
who start early won’t have to worry about items
failing to arrive on time, a common source of stress
for last-minute holiday shoppers.
Credit score Another advantage to shopping early
for holiday gifts is it allows consumers to protect
their credit scores by spreading their spending

prefer getting a little wet with their wild
may enjoy a
whitewater rafting excursion.
The choice is theirs: If you’re stuck on
what to get, let recipients choose their
own experience. Companies like Cloud
9 Living enable individuals to choose
their experiences from a wide variety of
options.
Giving experiences can equal a year of
entertaining and enjoyable memories
for gift recipients.

out over several months instead of doing so in
the handful of weeks between Thanksgiving and
Christmas. In a survey examining debt associated
with the holiday season, MagnifyMoney found that
the average holiday debt in 2016 was slightly more
than $1,000. Credit card debt can negatively affect
consumers’ credit scores, especially if balances are
not paid in full when bills are due. Shoppers can
avoid such situations entirely by shopping early
using only disposable income to make purchases
instead of credit cards. Such financial flexibility
may not be possible for shoppers who wait until the
holiday season has begun to start shopping.

Time Shoppers can save more than money by
starting their holiday shopping in advance of the
holiday season. In spite of the popularity of online
shopping, many people still visit traditional brick
and mortar retailers to do their present buying. Such
stores can be overwhelmed with shoppers between
Thanksgiving and Christmas, leading to long lines
and lengthy searches for parking. Shoppers are far
less likely to encounter big crowds and crowded
parking lots if they get their shopping done before
the dawn of the holiday season, saving themselves
substantial amounts of time as a result.
Shoppers who commit to getting their holiday
shopping done early can save money and time and
protect their financial reputations as well.

Carhartt Jackets, Jeans, Sweatshirts, Shirts, Gloves, Knives,
FREE Boot Oil
Dog Supplies, Stock LaCrosse, Burley’s Air Grips
Muck Boots ...........................................................$100 & up
Hd Suspenders starting at .................................... $20
Polarmax & Dufold Long Underwear & LongJohns startings .. $35
Heavy Belts ..........................................................$30
Yellow Pull-On ...................................................... $25
2 Buckle ............................................................... $45
5 Buckle ............................................................... $55

with boot
purchase

16901 St. Rt. 58, Oberlin OH

440-774-4419

Mon.-Sat. 10am - 5pm
CASH • CHECK • PLASTIC

Don
't for
get
-40 Below Wigwam Socks .................................... $18 & up our $2
0
.
S
0
ales
0
Carhartt Sweatshirts ............................................. $65
Rack
Rainsuits, Great Winter Gloves, Socks & Hat Selection
Safety Jackets starting at ...................................... $75

Beriswill

Insulated Bibs & Unlined Arborwear Pants & Accessories

INSURANCE AGENCY, INC.

OH-70012945

OH-70011978

home - farm - auto - health - life - business
Scott Beriswill
Denise Breyley
35881 Grafton Eastern Rd.
173 Depot Street
Grafton, Ohio 44044
Wellington, Ohio 44090
www.beriswillins.com (440) 647-6010
(440) 926-3312

OH-70015241
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